
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

High pressure reducer for gaseaus fluids, butane gas, propane, 
natural gas an compressed air (and their mixture).
Capacity: 12 Kg/h
Adjustment possibilities: 0 ÷ 4 bar or 0 ÷ 6 bar depending on the 
model
lnlet pressure: max 19 bar
(Pressure project 25 bar)
Safety valve (optional) : 2 bar - 3 bar-  4 bar depending on the 
model
Working temperature : -20° ÷ +50° C
Fillet entry : Female G 1/4" (or connecting tor battle)
Fillet out : Female G 1/4" (or hose)

USAGE

This reducer can be used as 1st stage regulator.
This product is predisposed for gauge and safety valve (or they 
are already assembied).

lf this regulator has safety valve and screw for external 
calibration, it must not be fixed at an outlet pressure higher 
that calibration of the safety valve.
In this case, it is possible to have intervention of safety valve.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

The regulator must be installed through (see arrow on the body) 
the sense of flow. lt important to check befare being put into ope-
ration, that have been cleaned from the pipes residues (welding, 
residues of filings, etc.).
That could damage the internal mechanism.
Check out the lack of water in the reservoir or in the system.
The determination of possible losses (in joints) must be executed 
only with specific preparations (leak detector spray).
Do not use tree flame!
Make sure the vent hole of the lid is always clean and free.

In cases where the regulator had exit hose, it is imperative to fix 
the hose to the pipe with good hose clamps.
Also verify the integrity of the pipe, expiration date and, after the 
assembly, does not form curves choked.

To avoid possible formations inside the regulator we recom-
mend the installation with the membrane perpendicular to 
the ground.

lf the regulator is equipped with safety valve, it is advisable 
to mount it with it faces the ground to prevent formation of 
condensation.

CALIBRATION

The reducer comes with screw adjustment and locking nut. 
Screw the nut on the steering wheel adjustment.
Screw the wheel adjustment in the threaded hole on the 
cover of reducer until the desired pressure.
Screwing to increase output pressure or unscrewing to 
decrease. 

N.B.: Do not exceed the pressure indicated on the regulator!

MATERIALS

Body: in brass according to european law EN 12165 
CW617. 
Cover:  in zamac according to european law EN 3718.
Cover with powder-coated cooking at 180 °C.
Membrane: in approved NBR rubber according to european 
law EN 559, renforeed with polyester cloth.
Other rubber parts: inapproved NBR according to european 
law EN 559.

NOTES

Upon request, the pressures of entry and exit can be custo-
mized. Do not use the regulator to pressure other than those 
mentioned. The calibration and the capacity declared, are 
controlled in the production phase.
The diameter of the pipe between the regulator and plant 
usage, it must be appropriately proportionate to their length, 
to secure capacity request. (See drop pipelines).
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